For an instant a calm beautiful face, neither male nor female, swam in his mind. "Yes. We know you ar.Â In his mind there was a light around the beautiful features, the silver eyes, and neither then nor ever did MacAran ever know whether he had seen the eyes of the alien or the lighted features, or whether his mind had received them and formed a picture made up of childhood dreams of angels, of fairy-folk, of haloed saints. But to the sound of the faraway singing, and the lulling noise of the wind, he slept. Chapter. FIFTEEN. - have a calm eye -eyewall of heavy wind and rain -rain bands -winds are fastest in eyewall and slowest in the eye -eye has the lowest pressure. Severe Thunderstorm Watch. -outlines an area where an organized episode of hail 1 inch diameter or larger are expected during a 3-8 hour period.Â - an area of cold, dense air at each pole that forms a zone of thermal high pressure -high atmosphere pressure at the N and S poles. Westerlies. - surface winds that come from the west and are found in both hemisphere between the subpolar low and subtropical high. Read Landfall by Tim Jones with a free trial. Read unlimited* books and audiobooks on the web, iPad, iPhone and Android.Â The davits wonâ€™t work, thought Nasimul, eyeing up the rusted metal winches and the rusted chains that held the lifeboats high above the water. Yet all but one worked, each casting its freight of lives upon the waters. It was Nasimulâ€™s good fortune that he was in the.